Virtual reality simulator training equals mechanical robotic training in improving robot-assisted basic suturing skills.
This study aimed to investigate the effect of a virtual reality simulator on the learning of basic robotic suturing skills. Two randomized groups of students underwent a controlled training program. Both groups completed an identical test before and after training. The increase in the number of stitches placed during the pretest and posttest was used as an objective measure of the training effect. To evaluate the subjective feeling of understanding and mastering, the students indicated this on a visual analog scale. Both groups showed a significant increase in the number of stitches placed during the posttest, and an increase in subjective feeling of understanding and mastering. The increase did not differ between the groups, indicating that the virtual reality simulator equaled the mechanical trainer in training of robotic suturing technique. Training in basic robot-assisted suturing skills using a virtual reality simulator without additional training equaled training using a mechanical simulator.